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For thousands of years humans have used opioids acting at the mu opioid 
receptor (MOR), such as morphine, for pain relief and for their euphoric 

effects. Poppy-derived compounds, and especially their modern synthetic 
cousins such as fentanyl, deliver not only robust pain relief but also elicit 
a host of unwanted side effects. These include respiratory failure, a life-
threatening outcome that sadly we see far too often in the global opioid 
crisis. The Bohn-Bannister research team has succeeded in dramatically 
improving respiratory safety in new pain relievers and are now studying 
whether properties such as addiction potential, constipation and drug 
tolerance can also be eliminated. These probe molecules will help untangle 
the mechanistic details of MOR signalling and its pharmacological effects. 
Respiratory safety appears to require robust G-protein-mediated MOR 
signalling with almost no measurable beta arrestin involvement. We have 
identified functionally biased and drug-like MOR agonists with this specific 
profile. Further, they are robust and respiratory-safe pain relievers in mice. 
These potentially safer opioids may be one of the tools that are badly needed 
to combat the opioid abuse epidemic.

Addressing the opioid crisis with safer 
opioid pain relievers: is it possible?
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Innovative and strategic materials against tumor to decrease sharply the 
number of people died by tumors are desired eagerly. To innovate in medical 

technologies of diagnosis and cure for various kinds of cancers by novel 
medicinal materials, i.e., sugar dendritic Gd-DTPA complex MRI contrast 
agent (DEN-OH) and IER5/Cdc25B targeted novel molecular targeted phospha 
sugar antitumor agents (e.g., TBMPP) were prepared and evaluated in vitro 
and in vivo methods, and then these novel medicinal materials were revealed 
preclinically to have excellent characters against tumor cells. Sugar dendritic 
Gd-DTPA complex (DEN-OH) was prepared by introduction of protected 
sugar dendritic parts to diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) ligand 
followed by the successive complex formation with Gd (III) and hydrolysis. 
The prepared DEN-OH for MRI contrast agent (1/10 Gd concentration 
compared with Magnevist) showed quite clearer images of quite early 
stage of cancer (Figure 1). Phospha sugar derivatives, one of pseudosugar 
derivatives (Figure 2), were prepared via traditional or newly developed 
synthetic pathway to construct the compound library. Deoxybromophospha 
sugar derivatives (e.g., TBMPP) prepared from phospholenes were first 
found to exert quite effective and wide spectral antitumor activities by in vitro 
evaluation against various kinds of leukemia cells such as K562 and U937 
cell lines as well as solid cancer cells (stomac, lung, and skin cancers), where 
normal cells were not suffered from any damages. Mechanistic studies of 
phospha sugar (TBMPP) on leukemia cells by Western blotting showed that 
the phospha sugar enhanced the expression of IER5, and then suppressed 
the expression of Cdc25B in the cell cycle of tumor cells. As the results, 
tumor cells might selectively and specifically might be induced apoptosis 
at the mitosis step of the tumor cell cycle. In vivo evaluation for TBMPP was 
successfully performed by using a nude mouse transplanted by K562 cells 
on the skin (Figure 3)

Preclinical researches on tumor accumulative 
novel sugar dendritic Gd-DTPA complex MRI 
contrast agents and IER5/Cdc25B tageted novel 
phospha sugar molecular trgeted antitumor 
agents to innovate in cancer therapy
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Figure 2: Pseudo sugars (X = NH, P (O) R, etc. (Left)); 
Branched deoxytribromo-phospha sugar TBMPP (Right).

Figure 1: MRI of liver cancer of a Rat with Gd-
DTPA (Magnevist) (Top) and DEN-OH (Bottom)

Figure 3: In vivo evaluation for TBMPP
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Innovative cell line generation and early process development is the 
cornerstone of the success of a biosimilar antibody, since costs of goods 

(COGs) needs to be very low. To achieve this, high producing cell lines in 
combination with a modulatory USP strategy to meet similarity to the 
originator without limiting productivity are obligatory. The major strategy 
generally used in USP to optimize productivity, is elevation of viable cell 
density (VCD) in the fermenter. This USP solution however creates difficulties 
in DSP, since clarification will be difficult and in addition host cell related 
impurities will be high. Therefore, we increase specific productivity (Qp) 
using our SPOT™ technology, already during cell line generation. In addition, 
upstream process modulation can be used to increase Qp while at the same 
time improving biosimilar product quality. The high Qp values facilitate high 
volumetric productivity at low VCD, which enables an efficient DSP process. 
Alongside we observed that irrespective of the VCDs, cell lines with a high 
productivity had a very high demand for nutrients and oxygen. Because of the 
high oxygen requirements, a high-power input is necessary in bioreactors, 
resulting in hardware limitations, i.e. maximum gas flow and agitation rates. 
In turn, these hardware limitations ultimately limit innovations that increase 
productivity further. To avoid this issue, we applied metabolic engineering 
and developed the SLIM™ technology on our CHOBC® platform. The 
SLIM™ technology decreases oxygen and feed consumption and therefore 
decreases gas flow and agitation rates in the bioreactors. Together, SPOT™ 
and SLIM™ technology in our CHOBC® platform reduce cost of goods of 
biosimilars.

Using SPOT™ and SLIM™ technology and 
upstream process modulation to reduce 
cost of goods of biosimilars
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